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Abstract

In this DEMO we present the first worldwide WebGL implementation of a talking head (LuciaWebGL), and also the first WebGL talking head running on iOS mobile devices (Apple iPhone and iPad).
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1. Introduction

Face-to-face communication is the main element of human-human interaction because both acoustic and visual signal simultaneously convey linguistic, extra-linguistic and paralinguistic information. Therefore, facial animation is a research topic since the early 70’s and many different principles, models and animations have been proposed over the years [1]. There are many ways to control a synthetic talking face. Among them, geometric parameterization [2], morphing between target speech shapes [3], muscle and pseudo-muscle models [4],[5]. In the late 90’s a specification for efficient coding of shape and animation of human face was included in the MPEG-4 international standard. The focus was extended from traditional audio and video coding to other multimedia context including images, text, graphics, 3D scenes, animation and synthetic audio. Concerning Facial Animation MPEG-4 standard defines the shape of the model (FDP) and a set of actions (FAP); the animation is obtained by specifying a stream of numbers that is for each frame the values of the Facial Animation Parameters. Many implementations of this standard were born in the last decade [6] as stand alone applications built for research purpose. At ISTC-CNR of Padua we developed LUCIA, a talking head based on an open source facial animation frame-work [7][8][9].

More Recently, WebGL ("Web Graphics Language") was introduced [10], and currently supported by the major web browsers development companies. WebGL aims to provide web developers the same types of capabilities that are provided to developers of rich 3D desktop and mobile applications, all within the context of a browser. It exposes unprecedented access to the graphics processing hardware available on most platforms today, directly to web developers. What’s even better is WebGL isn’t a proprietary plugin like Flash or Silverlight that users must install, but rather it’s an open standard just like HTML and CSS, and it is essentially a standard programming library to develop 3D computer graphics for the web. Using classical web-programming techniques web developers relied solely on the processing power of the CPU (central processing unit) on a user’s computer, in fact, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript processing all happened in the same shared area of the CPU, making it difficult to create immersive 3D interactive experiences. WebGL solves this scalability problem by opening up access to the computer’s GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), a piece of hardware specifically tuned to handle the types of mathematical challenges posed by high-performance 3D applications.

In other words, the introduction of WebGL, extending the capability of the JavaScript programming language to generate interactive 3D graphics within any compatible web browser, opens the possibility to bring all these applications to the home computers of a very large number of persons and to burst this natural way of interaction with the machines. The WebGL Working group (including Mozilla, Google, Apple, Opera and more recently Microsoft) started in early 2009; two years after, on February 2011, they released the version 1.0 of WebGL. WebGL is based on OpenGL Embedded System 2.0, the Graphic Library developed for mobile devices. This is a real revolution because it brings the power of 3D graphics directly into web browsers without installing any plug-ins or customized and maybe dangerous software. Any application can run in all the platforms that support the new standard. The easy integration of this technology in any website offers promising future uses for WebGL Avatars: on-line personal assistant, storyteller for web-book, digital tutor for hearing impaired are only few examples.

2. LuciaWebGL


The typical WebGL application is composed by three parts: the standard html code, the main JavaScript program and a new shading language section. The html section is intended mainly for user interaction: check-box, input values and often a debugging zone for errors or warning messages during the execution. The JavaScript part is the core of the application: the graphic library itself, all the matrix manipulation, support and utility functions take place here. The input from the user is connected with JavaScript variables via ad-hoc event-driven procedures. The novelty is the third part, which is the Shading Language code. This software runs on the Video Card. It is called GLSL and it is derived from the C programming language. Actually, these are the instructions that calculate every pixel colour value on the screen whenever the drawing function is called in the JavaScript main program. To be able to change the values of the GLSL variables from the JavaScript WebGL Application Program Interface implements special methods to connect them with JavaScript objects, arrays, and variables. During the initialization of the WebGL page the shader code is compiled and copied to the memory of the Video Card ready to be executed on the Graphic Processing Unit. At the beginning of the connection model parts data are sent on the Internet using the lightweight data-interchange format JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [12]. This is the only moment where you can wait for a while because of the amount of the data to transmit.
Lucia is a female talking head working on standard MPEG-4 Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs) [13], speaking with the Italian version of Festival [14] or Mary TTS [15], and it is totally based on true real human data [16]. The 3D kinematics information are used to create lips articulatory model and to drive directly the talking face, generating human facial movements.

We developed a facial animation system based on this library to interact with the user in a bimodal way. The overall system is a client-server application using the http protocol: we have a client (a browser or an app) and a web server. No software download and no plugin are required. All the software reside on the server and the visualization player is delivered inside the html pages that the client ask at the beginning of the connection. On the server side a software called AudioVideo Engine generates the phonemes and visemes information needed for the animation.

Currently, official support has been given for main platforms such as Google Chrome, Firefox, Opera and more recently Microsoft Internet Explorer on desktop PCs and also on Android-based mobile devices. Starting from iOS 5, WebGL is enabled only for the advertisement library class (which is intended for placing ad-banners in applications), and we have been able to use this feature to visualize and animate our WebGL talking head [17], [18].

3. Conclusions

Even if, while nearly all desktops and most smartphones on the market today have dedicated graphics hardware and the ability to support a technology like WebGL, there are still some hurdles to overcome. As with any new open standard, like HTML5, the biggest obstacle is often cross-browser support and compatibility. Thankfully, there are already a handful of browsers with great WebGL support. Chrome, Firefox, and Opera all have good support for WebGL. Safari has support but it hasn’t been enabled quite yet. On the contrary Microsoft had expressed concerns with implementing support for WebGL in their Internet Explorer browser in the past, but in the last IE 11 version WebGL is finally supported.

We have presented here LuciaWebGL, an Italian MPEG-4 standard FAPs driven talking head, which is the first attempt to port talking head technology directly to the web via WebGL. LuciaWebGL, similarly to his predecessor Lucia, has a high quality 3D model and a fine co-articulation model, which is automatically trained by real data, used to animate the face. LuciaWebGL runs on any WebGL compatible browser and now, being the first 3D talking head in the world with such a capability, on iOS mobile devices (iPhone and iPad).

4. Future Work

In the near future, we will integrate speech recognition to have double input channel and we will work on dynamic mesh reduction to enhance the frame rate on slow computational power hardware.
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